Reseller Authorization Request
Date:
Reseller Name (and dba if different):
Contact Name/ Title:
Ship to Address:
Bill to Address:
Phone & Fax #

Web Site Address:

Email Address
Type of Business:

Retail
Internet (Y/N)

Years in Business:

Custom
Security
Satellite
Other (please describe) _______________________________________

# of Employees:

Authorized Items / Product Categories
Categories

Requested
Authorization
(Y/N)

Approved
Authorization
(Y/N)

General Sony Line
4K TV’s
ES Audio
ES 4K Projectors
REP FIRM APPROVAL:
NAME OF FIRM:
REP FIRM APPROVAL:

Date:
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AGREEMENT
FOR SONY PRODUCTS
This Agreement (“Agreement”) by and between (Name of Reseller) (
)with a principal place of business at
(Address) (
) (“Reseller”) and (Schireson Bros. Inc. DBA Volutone), having a principal place of business
at (170 West Cochran St. Simi Valley CA 93065) (“Distributor”) applies to the purchase of and sale of Sony Products by Reseller.
This Agreement is effective as of the date last signed by Reseller or Distributor, as the case may be (the “Effective Date”).
Reseller Responsibilities
A. Distributor has been authorized to sell certain Sony Products to Reseller and Reseller agrees to purchase and sell these Sony
Products in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein and any other policies, procedures and restrictions that
may be communicated from time to time by Distributor.
B. Reseller may represent itself as an authorized reseller of Sony Products only via sales from its location at the place of
business set forth above. At no time is Reseller authorized at any time to advertise or sell products from its or any third party
websites.
C. Reseller shall sell SONY products only to bona fide end-user customers. Under no circumstances shall Reseller resell or
distribute SONY products to any entities who will resell Sony Products. Reseller understands and acknowledges that SONY
and Distributor may purchase products from other Resellers with the intent to track their serial numbers to determine the
entity that Distributor originally sold them. In the event that any of these purchased Products are determined to have been
initially sold to Reseller may result in punitive action including immediate cessation of any further sales of Sony Products to
Reseller. Reseller shall warrant all product installation, programming and configuration work performed or otherwise
provided to end-user customers.
D. Reseller will only purchase SONY Products from Distributor and will not purchase them from any other entity.
E. Reseller understands and acknowledges that SONY has developed a premier product line of home audio and home theater
electronic products, marketed under various trade and service marks including but not limited to the SONY ES and SONY
XBR Products and will take the necessary steps to ensure that its marketing and sale of these Sony Products will be
consistent with Sony’s premier brand.
F.

A copy of the following Sony pricing policies are attached hereto to this Agreement and any updates will be provided from
time to time. Reseller understands that it can independently determine whether it wishes to participate in these policies.
i. SONY Unified Retail Execution (SURE) program
ii. SONY Minimum Advertised Program (MAP) program

TERM
This Agreement shall have an initial term through March 31, 2017. This Agreement shall be renewed automatically for
successive terms of twelve (12) months each unless:
a. Either party delivers notice to the other at least thirty (30) days before the termination of the then current term;
b. Either party terminates this Agreement at any time for convenience, with no cause, reason or justification, upon at
least thirty (30) days’ prior written notice to the other party stating its intention to terminate;
c. Distributor terminates the Agreement for cause due to Reseller’s breach of any of the responsibilities set forth
above.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date last written below:
Schireson Bros. Inc. DBA Volutone
(Distributor)

(Reseller)

By

By

Trevor Hansen
Name

Name

Vice President
Title

Title

Date:

Date:
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Sony’s Unified Resale Execution (SURE) Program
Revised: July 01, 2014
On June 1, 2008, Sony introduced the Sony Unified Resale Execution Program (SURE), designed
to maintain the long term strength of the Sony brand equity by insuring that authorized Sony
Retailers can capture sufficient margin on Sony products necessary to allow them to provide
the support and services required to sell Sony’s premium brand. It further allows Sony products
to compete with the many other brands offered in the marketplace. Sony Retailers subject to
SURE includes authorized resellers (dealers and distributors), premium incentive entities and
any other entity that utilize a SURE Product as part of their value offer to their customers (such
as a credit card company that includes SURE Products as a reward for points earned from use of
the credit card).
Sony takes great pride in being recognized as the leading brand, not only in the consumer
electronics industry, but among all brands in the world. Consumers have created great demand
for Sony products because they believe that Sony products offer unsurpassed quality and value.
We believe that SURE, more fully described below will allow Sony Retailers to profitably market,
promote and sell Sony products. SURE will further demonstrate to Sony Retailers that they can
profitably, and in the long run, promote Sony’s product line rather than using individual Sony
products as bait in their sale of competing brands.
From time to time Sony shall unilaterally designate select products (either by category or
specific model) to be included in SURE and will issue a Promotional Calendar for that category
and/or model. Once designated on SURE, Sony Retailers will be advised of the SURE price at
which a Sony product shall be advertised and/or sold. The SURE Price will be based on the price
at which Sony believes that market conditions will allow a Sony Retailer to maximize its profit.
Any advertisements or sales at a price below the SURE Price as more fully described below shall
be deemed a violation and Sony shall implement the stated penalties set forth below. The
Promotional Calendar specific to each category of products will further state any additional
requirements and restrictions.
SURE Products:
Products included in this SURE Program are listed in the Promotional Calendars. From time to
time Sony shall designate products (either by category or specific model) to be included in or
removed from this SURE Program (the “SURE Products”).
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These products will continue to have limited distribution and any Sony Retailer not currently
authorized for these products should, as always, discuss with their Sony sales representative
whether they qualify for authorization. Further, the sale of any of these products online is
limited to only those Sony Retailers who have been authorized specifically for online sales.
Throughout the year from time to time Sony shall issue Promotional Calendars setting forth
permissible type and timing of promotions on SURE Products. These documents will provide for
permissible periods when Sony Retailers may offer premiums, rebates, coupons, bundling, free
sales tax days, and other similar promotional offers in connection with products on SURE.
Ultimately it is up to each Sony Retailer to independently determine how it wishes to conduct
its business and whether it wishes to participate in SURE. Further, SURE does not constitute an
agreement with Sony, formal, written, verbal or otherwise, requiring a Sony Retailer to give up
its right to independently run its business or requiring it to participate in SURE. Sony sales
representatives are strictly prohibited from seeking or obtaining any assurance from a Sony
Retailer that it will comply with the specific terms of SURE.
Further, SURE is in addition to Sony’s Suggested Profit Picture Guidelines and Sony‘s Minimum
Advertised Price Program on Sony products not designated for SURE. Sony shall continue to
issue these guidelines in its effort to suggest advertised prices on Sony products that are
competitive in the marketplace and that will allow Sony Retailers to maximize their profit.
SURE
All authorized Sony Retailers in good standing are free to participate, if they choose, in SURE.
From time to time Sony shall designate select products by category or model to be included on
SURE. Once a product is designated on SURE, Sony Retailers will be advised via Promotional
Calendars of the price at which that product shall be advertised and/or sold (at retail stores
and, if authorized, via the internet), called the SURE Price.
SURE Price
Sony Business Units responsible for SURE Products will advise via Promotional Calendars issued
throughout the year of the SURE Price for the applicable SURE Products (category or model).
The SURE Price will be inclusive of all authorized permissible promotional activities on SURE
Products, including but not limited to the offer of free premiums, rebates, discount coupons,
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gift cards usable only towards future purchases, and credit card and reward program offerings

for existing or future purchases. The SURE Price will apply to all Sony Retailer’s advertisements
and selling price (including floor price and online prices on all online webpages including the
Shopping Cart and Checkout pages). The advertisement or sale of any SURE Product at any price
below the SURE Price violates SURE. Notwithstanding the immediately preceding sentence, a
price cents below the stated SURE Price (rounded down no more than $1 plus any applicable
cents from the SURE price, i.e., SURE Price of $1349.49 rounded down to $1348.00) will not
constitute a violation of this Program.
With respect to credit card offerings such as those that drive credit card membership (i.e.,
Receive a Branded Visa Card and get $100 towards your initial purchase), any direct or indirect
offer by a Sony Retailer which references a SURE Product or allows a consumer to instantly use
the credit on a purchase of a SURE Product shall be deemed to violate SURE. Nothing herein is
intended to preclude a general offer of a credit on a consumer’s initial qualifying use of the
credit card applied by the card issuer at the time of the initial monthly bill (i.e., $100 credit
applied to the initial monthly bill on any qualifying purchase).
To the extent that a Sony Retailer directly or indirectly offers a SURE Product as part of a
rewards program (such as a reward for points earned as part of a credit card or premium
incentive program), the value of the points necessary to obtain the SURE Product must be
valued so that they equal the SURE Price of any SURE Product at the time of the offer (i.e., if a
rewards point is valued at $01, a SURE Product with a SURE Price of $499.99 shall require the
use of 49,999 points for redemption).
Promotional Offers
In order to assist Sony Retailers in their selling efforts, Sony Retailers will also be advised via
Promotional Calendars issued throughout the year when specific promotions on SURE Products
are permissible. The Promotional Calendar will also provide for permissible periods when Sony
Retailers may offer value adds, instant rebates and coupons, gift cards usable only towards
future purchases, free sales tax days, and other similar promotional offers in connection with
the sale of SURE Products. No promotional offers may be made by a Sony Retailer for SURE
Products unless permitted by the Promotional Calendar. The inclusion of any SURE Product in
an offer not permissible by a Promotional Calendar issued by Sony violates SURE.
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Global Offers
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Sony Retailers may at any time provide Global
Offers (as defined below) on SURE Products, unless prohibited on a Promotional Calendar for
any specific Product Category, subject to the following limitations set forth below.
“Global Offer(s)” means an offer applicable to all brands specified in the chart below for any
specific Product Category advertised and/or sold by the Sony Retailer (i.e., Free Shipping on all
DSLRs) and not an offer specific to any particular brand (i.e., Free Shipping on Sony Alpha DSLR.
Product
Category
TV

Competitor Brands carried by a Sony Retailer must be included to qualify as “Global”

Samsung

LG

Vizio

Camcorder

Canon

JVC

Panasonic

Samsung

Digital Still
Camera

Canon

Nikon

Samsung

Olympus

Car Stereo

Pioneer

Alpine

Kenwood

JVC

Home Audio

Samsung

Bose

Sonos

Home Video

Samsung

LG

Beats

Bose

Portable
Audio

Panasonic

Kodak

Fuji

Casio

Yamaha

Polk Audio

Klipsch

Pioneer

Onkyo

Epson

JVC

Runco

Jawbone

JBL

Sennheiser

Unless set forth otherwise in any Promotional Calendar, a Sony Retailer may, as part of a
Global Offer, provide services and promotional items including but not limited to promoting the
following as part of a Global Offer in connection with SURE Products:










Free delivery/shipping
Free Installation
Free Financing
Free Training
Free Education Classes
Green Glove Service
White Glove Service
Recycling
Post‐Sale Education and Support (i.e., Classroom or Web‐based Customer Training)
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Digital Services
Free Sales Tax Day

The Global Offers described above may be promoted on a cumulative basis. For example, a
Sony Retailer may in connection with the sale of a Sony SURE Product promote a Global Offer
providing to all purchasers Free Shipping, Post Sale Education and a Global Offer as permitted
above.
Independent of the Global Offers above and unless otherwise set forth in the applicable
Promotional Calendar, a Sony Retailer may offer to any specific customer one of the following:






A Sony Retailer Funded Discount of up to the percentage of the SURE Price stated in
each category specific Promotional Calendar on services, content, accessories and/or
upgrades, all related to the applicable SURE Product excluding any extended warranty
and/or extended service plans;
A Sony Retailer Funded Discount of up to the percentage of the SURE Price stated in
each category specific Promotional Calendar to educational (college/university or
higher students and faculty) Educational Program or B2B customers (B2B Sales);
A Sony Retailer Funded Discount of up to the percentage of the SURE Price stated in
each category specific Promotional Calendar to employees of corporate, governmental,
charitable or other entities who offer their employees an Employee Purchase Program
Educational Program


Sony Retailers may advertise and sell SURE Products to higher education
students (college or higher) and faculty of domestic colleges and universities
of the above referenced discount from the SURE Price.



Sony Retailers may advertise a permitted educational discount on SURE
products only in the educational section of its website, whereby purchasers
must demonstrate proof of attendance or employment for transactions
occurring in their brick and mortar stores or requiring purchasers to
represent they are a student or employee by way of a drop down menu.
B2B Sales



Sony Retailers may offer the above referenced discount on the sale of 2 or
more of the same SKU SURE Product sold to the same business customer.
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Sony Retailers may not advertise any discount on SURE products in a public
forum and can only be visible on a private B2B website. In addition, an
Employer Identification Number (EIN) will be required in order to identify the
business end‐ user as a business.


If a Sony Retailer wishes to offer a Retailer Funded Discount greater than that
shown in the Promotional Calendar to its B2B customer it shall notify the
Sony Bid Desk to allow Sony to determine whether it will consider the offer in
violation of the SURE Program. Nothing herein precludes a Sony Retailer
from independently determining whether it wishes to participate in the Sony
Sure program. Additionally, any requests for Sony funding also requires the
approval of the Sony Bid Desk. Requests need to be in writing and sent to the
BidCenter@am.sony.com
Employee Purchase Programs



Notwithstanding anything set forth in this program, Sony Retailers may
provide the above referenced discount on SURE Products sold to employees
of corporate, governmental, charitable or other entities who offer to their
employees an employee purchase program (EPP). Sony Retailers must enter
into a contractual agreement with the entity offering an EPP that allows
employees of participating entities to purchase up to $10,000 annually of
Products only for their personal use and not for resale which will be tracked
to ensure compliance. Employees purchasing products must demonstrate
proof of identity and employment with a participating entity at the time of
purchase at a Sony Retailer’s store, via its call centers or on the EPP intranet
website. An EPP program may be advertised on the participating entity’s
intranet page or employee benefit page but transactional pages must be only
located on a closed password protected intranet site requiring a registration
PIN in order to complete a purchase

A Sony Retailer’s promotion of the following Global Offers will constitute a violation of the
SURE Program:


Store‐wide Instant Rebate or Coupon offers with Sony SURE purchase greater than the
permitted Retailer Funded Discount for the SURE Product(s)

Returns, Open Box and Demo Sales
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Sony Retailers may sell and advertise SURE Products which have been returned, opened,
refurbished or demoed at prices below the designated SURE Price. Any sales of returned,
opened or demo SURE Products shall be limited to no greater than 5% of the total quantity of
that product sold to the Sony Retailer. Any sales by a Sony Retailer in excess of the 5% quantity
will have been deemed to have violated SURE.
Any advertisements of SURE Returns, Open Box or Demo products need to prominently state
any of the following applicable statements:






That the item is not in its original factory sealed packaging
The reason a SURE Product is an open box item (i.e.: customer return, repaired by a
service facility, showroom display model).
List of any missing supplied accessories (i.e., remote; cables).
Any physical abnormalities on the SURE Product (i.e., scratches, dents).
The terms of the limited warranty accompany this SURE Product.

Web Site Violations
If an Authorized Sony Retailer hosts a marketplace which includes listings not in compliance
with this SURE Policy, the following will apply:



If the listing reseller is an Authorized Sony Retailer, the listing reseller (and not the
marketplace host) will be subject to the SURE penalties as set forth in this policy.
If the listing reseller is not an Authorized Sony Retailer, Sony will determine the
appropriate penalties to be imposed on the Sony Retailer that hosts the marketplace.

Monitoring and Reporting
In order to insure that Sony Retailers focus their efforts on providing the support and services
required to be an authorized reseller of Sony products, and to further insure that Sony products
can compete with other brands, Sony may engage in monitoring of advertised and sale prices of
products designated on SURE, either directly or via the use of independent third parties. Third
parties retained by Sony may engage in monitoring of a Sony Retailer’s advertisements and
store/website selling conduct including but not limited to mystery shops, purchases of Sony
products and review of advertised prices.
In addition, Sony Retailers, may if they choose, submit to Sony reports of advertised or sale
prices it discovers in the marketplace that are different than the SURE Price. All information
forwarded by Sony Retailers should only be sent on the attached form to the email address
specified on the form. The form will be reviewed by authorized individuals but Sony will not
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acknowledge its receipt of or respond to any information it receives from Sony Retailers and
shall independently act in its own interest in determining what if any action it may take with
respect to the information it receives.
Penalty
Sony will issue a warning to the Reseller for the initial violation. Subsequent violations will be
set forth in the applicable category Promotional Calendar.
Penalties will be imposed on an enterprise wide basis for any violation of SURE. Violations
include, but are not limited to (1) any advertisements and/or sales at a price different than the
SURE Price or (2) any promotion not permitted by or offered at a time not permitted by a
Promotional Calendar issued by Sony.
Violations on the same category of products will clear after a Sony Retailer goes 120 days
without any further violations on the same product category.
Violations will carry over into the new/replacement for the remaining days of the violation.
Other
Any questions of any nature regarding SURE should be forwarded only to the SURE email
address at sure@am.sony.com.
This Program may be terminated or modified by Sony at any time in its sole discretion.
Sony reserves the right to change or discontinue SURE at any time, and no Sony Retailer has any
right to rely on the continued existence of SURE or any effort by Sony to enforce it.

Sony Unified Resale Execution (SURE)
SURE Violation Report Form
About the Violation

Violation Type? Floor Price

Internet

Advertisement

Other:
Link:
Advertising Vehicle and Date:
Product:
Model No.:

How was violation discovered?

Seller/Store Name and Location:
Please provide a complete description of the violation. Include details such as
the URL (web address) or publication which any advertisement ran.
About You

Reseller:

Other:

Your Name:

Phone:

Company:

Fax:

Email:

This form should only be sent to the following email address: sure@am.sony.com

